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Abstract

The Multinational Subsidiary is conceptualized as a semi-autonomous entity with entrepreneurial potential, within a complex competitive arena, consisting of an internal environment of other subsidiaries, internal customers and suppliers, and an external environment consisting of customers, suppliers and competitors. The relative strength of these competitive environments shapes the subsidiary’s options; and it is then up to subsidiary manager to take the initiative to respond to the threats and opportunities to secure the subsidiary’s performance. The paper, therefore, emphasizes the interplay between subsidiary entrepreneurship and the subsidiary’s competitive environment—it shows how certain subsidiary attributes emerge as a function of these factors, and how they ultimately affect the performance of the subsidiary. Specific hypotheses are developed and tested on 24 Multinational Subsidiaries in Scotland.
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The role of the subsidiary company in the multinational corporation (MNC) continues to be an issue of great interest to international business researchers, and a matter of great importance to MNC executives. We adopt a subsidiary perspective because of a growing recognition that such units are not merely subordinate elements of their parent MNCs. Rather, some at least have the potential for independent and entrepreneurial behaviour.
Furthermore, the MNC subsidiary is unique in facing both external and internal (intra-MNC) competitive arenas simultaneously. The objective of this paper is thus to begin to understand the interplay between the subsidiary’s competitive arena, entrepreneurship and performance.

The received wisdom today is that subsidiaries start out with market-seeking responsibilities (i.e. with the objective of selling the MNC’s products in the local market) but as the parent company grows, and as subsidiaries develop resources and capabilities of their own, they take on additional responsibilities—tapping into new ideas and opportunities in the local market, interacting with other actors in the local environment, and building unique capabilities on which the rest of the MNC can draw (Bartlett & Ghoshal, 1989; Birkinshaw, Hood, & Jonsson, 1998; Hedlund, 1986; Prahalad & Doz, 1981). Such responsibilities are achieved, at least in part, through the entrepreneurial efforts of subsidiary managers. Despite the substantial interest in innovation and initiative in the MNC subsidiary, the topic of subsidiary entrepreneurship has received rather little direct attention (but see Birkinshaw, 1997, 2000); and recent review papers call for further study (Paterson & Brock, 2002; Young & Tavares, 2004). Entrepreneurship in MNCs is associated with subsidiary initiatives. To cite Birkinshaw (1997: p. 207): ‘An initiative is essentially an entrepreneurial process, beginning with the identification of an opportunity and culminating in the commitment of resources to that opportunity’.

The current paper represents a contribution to this line of research. Its purpose is to make sense of the subsidiary’s competitive arena, by which we mean the set of customers, suppliers, competitors and other actors that collectively shape the subsidiary’s strategy. By adapting the standard arguments of competitive strategy (Porter, 1980, 1990), we argue that the MNC subsidiary faces two distinct competitive arenas that the subsidiary must respond to—the external competitive arena consisting primarily of customers, suppliers and competitors in the local marketplace, and the internal competitive arena consisting of the various customers, suppliers and competing entities that are part of the same MNC. Each of these arenas represents a set of threats and opportunities to the subsidiary, and together they shape the strategic options open to the subsidiary manager. The subsidiary’s development and growth is therefore a function of both the managers’ latent entrepreneurial capacity and also the opportunities that emerge through participation in these two competitive arenas.

The idea that the subsidiary faces both internal and external pressures is, of course, well established in the literature. However, most of the existing literature is concerned primarily with the competing demands for local adaptation and global standardization (Bartlett & Ghoshal, 1989; Prahalad & Doz, 1987; Westney, 1994). In this paper the message is rather different, because the internal and external environments are conceptualized as broadly similar. They are both competitive arenas in which players’ fight—through their own proactive entrepreneurial initiatives—to establish and defend advantageous positions, and ultimately secure competitive advantage. This line of thinking, particularly in terms of the internal competitive arena, has not received much prior attention (some exceptions are Birkinshaw, 2000; Molloy & Delany, 1999; Young, Hood, & Peters, 1994).

The paper proceeds as follows. In Section 1, we review the literature on competitive strategy and competitive advantage. We then apply this line of thinking to the MNC
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